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Be careful when buying family land 

By Curtis Seltzer 

 

A typical pattern of land division in rural areas is for property to be divided among children following 

the death of their parents.  

 

The founding generation might have started with 1,000 acres. Three or four generations later each 

lot might contain only 25 to 50 acres. Eventually, a family member sells a piece of the original 

property to someone outside the family—and to get the best price, to someone from outside the 

community. 

 

This upside-down ownership tree is common, and I saw a recent example of how it can create an 

endless nightmare for an unsuspecting buyer. 

 

The current generation of six sons owned their parents’ land (itself a product of earlier divisions) as 

an inheritance. Donnie, Ronnie, Lonnie, Dopey, Doc and Cranky Bear owned about 75 acres each, 

and each had a house on his property. Lonnie found a buyer at $600,000, about three times what 

any of his brothers individually or collectively would pay. 

 

The first problem in this pending sale was the issue of a road easement over Lonnie for Donnie, 

Ronnie, Dopey and Doc whose properties lay behind his. Dopey lived year-round on his property, 

and the others had built hunt camps that they used during seasons and on weekends. 

 

The four back-lot brothers used one road that came off the state-maintained highway and bisected 

Lonnie’s place. Since the four parcels in the back had always been part of the same family’s 

holdings, no one had ever thought to “do up a paper” providing for legal access over the common 

road. The road everyone used passed by Lonnie’s house, and he, too, used it as a driveway.  

 

The buyer wanted to know how many parties had a right to use the road. His lawyer ran the deed 

search back 60 years as state law required and found no easement to any of the four boys. Then he 

went back as far as possible; same story. When Donnie, Ronnie, Dopey and Doc were informed that 

they did not have a legal right to use Lonnie’s road by way of recorded easement, they were 

unhappy, as might be expected.  

 

The back lots could be accessed over land other than Lonnie’s, but everyone had always used that 

road. It was convenient, and they had always shared in the maintenance. No one wanted to change.  

 

But change was in the offing. If Lonnie’s sale went through, the buyer could gate off the road to the 

brothers or write the four a letter saying that he extended permission (a license, is the legal term) 

for them to continue to use it at his pleasure and subject to immediate revocation. If the buyer did 

nothing, the brothers could begin the clock of adverse use that might eventually establish their legal 

right to use the road. 

 

The lawyer advised the buyer that the law probably supported him if he chose to deny access. The 

lawyer doubted that a claim by the brothers of prescriptive easement or prescription by necessity 

would be upheld.  

 

But the lawyer said a successful lawsuit would leave lingering resentments, whether the buyer won 

or lost. The newcomer would be surrounded by the historic family, all of whom hated his guts. 

Future disputes over fencing, trespass, nuisance activities and so on were likely. 

 

If the buyer granted or sold easements to Donnie, Ronnie, Dopey and Doc, they were not likely to 

agree to prohibit future subdivision of their properties. So the buyer might face as many as 12 road 

users rather than the brothers four. 

 

And then there was the problem of the spring right. Lonnie’s house was served by a drilled well. But 

before the well had been installed, the house had drawn water from a spring across the state road, 

now owned by Cranky Bear. The spring hadn’t been used in at least 60 years, but a trickle of water 



still ran out of the old iron pipe at Lonnie’s place. 

 

The buyer wanted spring water, not, as he put it, “drilled water.” In his mind, the difference 

between the two was large.  

 

The seller’s broker found a deed that mentioned a spring right. He gave the deed to the buyer, 

showing, he said, that the buyer had a legal right to draw from a spring. Unfortunately, the spring 

that the deed referred to was on Dopey, not Cranky Bear. 

 

Cranky Bear suddenly discovered a renewed interest in the spring that he had never used. He would 

not sell the buyer a right to it. Nor would he trade his spring right for the buyer granting an access 

right to his four brothers. Dopey was willing to trade access for a spring right “on him.” His three 

brothers were angered by what they considered Dopey’s “sellout deal.” 

 

When I was told about this situation, I advised the buyer to use his study contingency to walk away 

from the contract. While I thought the spring right was something the buyer could live without, the 

situation with the back-lot brothers would fester and find other expressions. Hard feelings would not 

soften over time. 

 

Lonnie, the seller, could have avoided most, if not all, of this mess had he deeded an access 

easement to his brothers (with future division restrictions) and secured a spring right from Cranky 

Bear before he listed his property and accepted a contract. 

 

The buyer was made aware that it’s a bad idea to move into a new place where all of your 

immediate neighbors are hostile, and Cranky Bear is down right mean.  

 

Curtis Seltzer is a land consultant who works with buyers and helps sellers with marketing plans. He 

is author of How To Be a DIRT-SMART Buyer of Country Property at www.curtis-seltzer.com where 

his weekly columns are posted.  
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